12 13 B cell clonal expansion is vital for adaptive immunity. High-throughput B cell receptor (BCR) 14 sequencing enables investigating this process, but requires computational inference to identify 15 clonal relationships. This inference usually relies on only the BCR heavy chain, as most current 16 protocols do not preserve heavy:light chain pairing. The extent to which paired light chains aids 17
length. We conclude that clonal members of the majority of the inferred clones exhibited light 72 chain consistency. For the majority of the accurately inferred heavy chain-based clones, light 73 chain information did not lead to further clonal clustering with greater granularity. At least some 74 of the information gained from paired light chain data was apparent when considering the pattern 75 of shared mutations in the heavy chain V segment, which is not considered in current distance-76 based clonal clustering methods, thus offering the potential for further improvements in heavy 77 7 102
Filtering of BCR contigs and cells 103
For all datasets, only productively-rearranged BCR contigs with valid V and J gene annotations, 104 consistent chain annotation (excluding such contigs with IGHV and IGK/LJ), and junctions with 105 nucleotide lengths being a multiple of 3 were used. A contig must meet all abovementioned 106 criteria based on annotations from all programs used. Furthermore, only cells with exactly one 107 heavy chain contig paired with at least one light chain contig were examined. From the two 108 unsorted 10x Genomics datasets with gene expression, we considered only cells displaying a 109 transcriptomic profile consistent with being a B cell. Taking into account of the high dropout rate 110 of single cell RNA-seq, B cells were defined as any cell with non-zero log-normalized 111 expression for any one of these genes: pan-B cell markers CD19, CD24, and CD72 (20), 112 plasmablast markers CD38 and MKI67 (21), and the isotype-encoding genes. 113 114
Heavy chain-based B cell clonal clustering 115
For each dataset, on a per-subject basis, we identified clones using distance-based methods. We 116 used, separately, spectral clustering (SCOPer v0. as any clone present in a cell line culture can be expected to comprise genetically identical clonal 139 members. A distance-based spectral clustering method (14) was applied to identify clones for 140 each dataset. The datasets contained between 3 and 157 non-singleton clones (i.e., clones 141 containing at least two cells) ( Table 1) 83% to 97% of the inferred clones were accurate ( Figure 1A) . Another distance-based 155 hierarchical clustering method using a fixed distance threshold (13) yielded similar results 156 ( Figure 1B) , and therefore we focus on presenting results from spectral clustering hereafter. To 157 test the possibility that the observed accuracy arose by chance, we randomly permuted the 158 VH:VL pairings of the cells, while maintaining their heavy chain-based clustering structures. 159
Across 100 permutations, only 1% to 6% (SD 1% to 8%) of the inferred clones were accurate by 160 chance (Figure 1A) . Overall, these results show that heavy chain-based clonal clustering can 161 determine clonal relationships with reasonable confidence (>80%) in terms of light chain 162 consistency. 163
164
We next investigated the possibility that the observed level of confidence was deflated by factors 165 unrelated to the clonal clustering method itself. We considered the possibility that the 166 misclustered clones (Supplemental Fig. 2A ) arose due to erroneous barcoding during 167 sequencing preparation, which has the potential to link together heavy and light chains from 168 unrelated cells. We reasoned that incorrectly paired heavy and light chains would show a 169 decreased correlation in their SHM frequencies relative to correctly paired chains. Thus, we 170 computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between IGHV and IGK/LV mutation frequencies 171 for cells expressing non-majority light chain VJL combinations from misclustered clones. We 172 found no significant difference (p=0.926, Fisher's r-to-z transformation and z-test) between the 173 levels of correlation for misclustered clones (0.761) and for accurate clones (0.769), suggesting 174 that erroneous barcoding was unlikely a concern. In addition, we considered the possibility of 175 poor germline V/J gene annotation for the light chains leading to a false appearance of light 176 chain inconsistency. Since higher SHM frequencies are associated with increasing V(D)J 177 annotation errors, we compared the light chain mutation frequency in misclustered and accurate clones. We found that the average IGK/LV mutation frequency across cells expressing non-179 majority light chain VJL combinations in misclustered clones was not significantly higher than 180 that across cells in accurate clones (p=0.999; Supplemental Fig. 2B ). Overall, these results 181 suggest that the observed confidence for accurately identifying clones using heavy chain-based 182 clonal clustering was not deflated by a false appearance of light chain inconsistency created by 183 erroneous barcoding or incorrect light chain germline gene annotation. determines how dissimilar the junction sequence can be before it is unlikely for cells to be 200 clonally related. To determine whether a better choice of distance threshold had the potential to 201 correct misclustered clones, we compared the maximum pairwise distance between heavy chain 202 junction sequences of cells in accurate clones, with the minimum pairwise distance between cells 203 carrying light chains with different VJL combinations in misclustered clones. Cells with 204 inconsistent light chains in misclustered clones had significantly more dissimilar heavy chain 205 junction sequences compared with cells in accurate clones (p=3.3*10 -10 ; Figure 2B ). This 206 implies that some of the misclustered clones could have been corrected by using a numerically 207 lower (stricter) distance threshold, and that this lower threshold would not break apart the 208 accurate clones. 209 210 True B cell clones are expected to share mutations resulting from SHM followed by clonal 211 expansion and/or positive selection (12, 14). Hershberg & Prak suggested a minimum threshold 212 of four shared mutations for inferring clones (12). We investigated whether cells in misclustered 213 clones shared fewer mutations in their IGHVs compared to cells in accurate clones. To do so, we 214 compared the minimum number of shared mutations between cells in accurate clones, with the 215 maximum number of shared mutations between cells carrying light chains with different VJL 216 combinations in misclustered clones. We found that cells carrying inconsistent light chains in 217 misclustered clones shared significantly fewer mutations compared with cells in accurate clones 218 (p=3.5*10 -9 ; Figure 2C ). Using Hershberg & Prak's threshold of four shared mutations (12), 26 219 of the 30 misclustered clones (87%) would not have been clustered together based on their heavy 220 chains (thus increasing specificity). On the other hand, within 4 of these misclustered clones, a 221 subset of cells with consistent light chains would also become separated (thus reducing 222 sensitivity). While the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity needs further investigation, 223 these results suggest that the extent of shared mutations in the IGHV is a potentially useful 224 characteristic to consider in distance-based clonal clustering methods. 225
226
Light chain information is insufficient for refining heavy chain-based clones 227
Given the availability of paired light chains in the single-cell datasets that we analyzed, we 228 assessed the value added from that information. For misclustered clones (Supplemental Fig.  229   2A) , this was trivial as any light chain inconsistency was immediately resolved by regrouping the 230 cells into smaller clusters based on their light chain VJL combinations. For accurate clones, 231 while the cells express consistent light chains, it is possible that these clusters may still contain 232 multiple true clones grouped together. We thus investigated the extent to which further clustering 233 cells based on the similarity of their light chain junctions (analogous to heavy chain-based 234 clustering) would further split the accurate clones. When clustering using the heavy chains, a 235 threshold around 0.2 normalized Hamming distance tended to separate clonally related cells from 236 unrelated ones (Supplemental Fig. 1C ). However, applying this same threshold to cluster light 237 chains within accurate clones added virtually no information. The light chain junction regions of 238 cells in accurate clones were highly similar and significantly more so compared with their heavy 239 chain counterparts (Bonferroni-corrected p's<0.001) (Supplemental Fig. 2C) . In all but four of 240 the accurate clones, the light chain junction sequence of a clonal member was at most 0.2 241 normalized Hamming distance away from the junction sequence of another clonal member most 242 similar to itself (Supplemental Fig. 2C) . In other words, clonal members tended to carry light 243 chains with junction sequences that were at least 80% similar to each other. 244
We next investigated whether there would be further clustering based on light chain junctions at 246 lower distance thresholds ranging, in increasing order of stringency, from 0.15 to 0.05 247 normalized Hamming distance, while bearing in mind that one could always artificially yield 248 further clustering by imposing an increasingly stricter clustering threshold. At each clustering 249 threshold, we determined the percentage of heavy chain-based clones that were further clustered 250 on the basis of distances between their light chain junction sequences ( Table 2) receptor editing, during which independent rearrangements gave rise to different light chains 281 paired with an identical heavy chain rearrangement. In these scenarios, the heavy chain-based 282 clonal clustering accurately reflects the underlying biology. However, we believe that these 283 scenarios are unlikely as the chance that cells with identical heavy chains but different light 284 chains would developmentally share the same temporal and/or spatial trajectories, in addition to 285 being sampled together for sequencing, is expected to be very small. 286 287 When examining light chain consistency of cells from an inferred clone, if more than one light 288 chain sequence was associated with a cell, we checked every sequence present for match against 289 the clonal majority VJL combination. We did not, however, consider the possible complication Our results suggest several ways that heavy chain-based clonal clustering could be improved. For 299 example, heavy chain junctions were more similar to each other in accurate clones than in 300 misclustered clones, suggesting that the clustering threshold was perhaps too lenient for the 301 latter. We also observed that accurate clones shared more mutations in their V segment. Some 302 likelihood-based methods, such as partis, implicitly take into consideration shared mutations via 303 the use of a multi-Hidden Markov Model that simultaneously emits multiple sequences (10). 304
While computationally slower compared to the distance-based methods explored here, future 305 studies should explore the potential benefit of such methods that use both junction distance and 306 shared mutation patterns. 307 308 A limitation of this study is that all but one of the datasets contained relatively small numbers of 309 B cells, and none was sorted for specific subsets, such as memory B cells, that would enrich for 310 B cells from NSCLC tumor 1247 98 2 (81); 3 (9); 4 (4); 6 (2); 8 (1); 14 (1) B cells from food-allergic individuals 952 12 2 (10); 3 (1); 5 (1) B cells from healthy PBMCs 1105 8 2 (6); 3 (2) GM12878 cell line 5 3 2 (1); 5 (1); 790 (1) 
